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Background

2015.10
To provide better service and work product in procedure rules to the users

2016.10
IP5 Patent Lifecycles (draft) completed

2017.1
Feedback from the 1st ICG meeting
Users’ comments

- use consistent formats
- Specific items
- hyperlinks should be added

Improvements

- Unify the format and colors (√)
- Timeline information (√)
- Hyperlinks to the IP5 websites (in progress)
One target: User friendliness

Visualizing the rules

- Publication of **IP5 patent lifecycles**
- Detailed [Patent Lifecycle in SIPO](http://www.sipo.gov.cn)
- Integrated specific item design
Promotion & Utilization of the IP5 Patent Lifecycles

- Compile the information
- Translating into Chinese
- Introducing the examination flows
Comments from Industry on PRG are welcome!

Thank you for your attention!